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NOTE FOR CONSTRUCTION

Santa Barbara Police Department
601 Santa Barbara Street

1/16" = 1'-0"

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

# DATE DESCRIPTION
1 12/10/19 PRT
2 11/03/20 PRT Resubmittal
3 11/16/20 ABR Concept
4 01/11/21 ABR Concept #2
5 02/12/21 ABR Concept #3-Work Session
6 03/18/21 PC Concept
7 04/19/21 ABR Concept #4
8 06/09/21 DART
9 09/10/21 DART #2
10 10/22/21 DART #3
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90 Panels 1,575 SF
75 Panels 1,320 SF
145 Panels 2,555 SF
105 Panels 1,840 SF

SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM:
200 KW SYSTEM
REQUIRED: 12,000 SF / 650-700 PANELS
PROVIDED: 12,290 SF / 700 PANELS

43' - 4"
ROOFTOP MECHANICAL UNITS, LOCATED WITHIN MECHANICAL WELL
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